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The genus Calinaga Moore has been assigned positions within the family 
Nymphalidze (s.s.) by various authors, including SCHATZ & ROEBER, FRUH

STORFER, and MOORE. It has been placed in the "family" Danaidze (Clark, 
1947), and has been considered to represent a separate family, Calinagidze, 
between the "families" Argynnidze and Danaidze (Clark, 1948) . The present 
author (Ehrlich, 1958b : pp.346, 350-353) places the genus in a monobasic 
subfamily of the N ymphalidze (s.l.) and, on the basis of characters of the 
adult integumental anatomy, suggests its close relationship to the subfamilies 
Satyrinze and Morphinze (note - through an error in making up the figure 
the positions of the names Charaxinze and Calinaginze have been reversed on 
my diagram of relationships [EHRLICH , 1958a and 1958b J). 

At the time of his study, the author was unaware of any data on the 
early stages of Calirzaga. Recently M r. TARO I WASE has been kind enough 
to point out the work of C. L. LEE (1958) on the life cycle of C. buddha 
Moore, and to forward copies of LEE'S illustrations of the larva and pupa. 
The larva clearly shows the bifid tail characteristic of satyrines and morphines, 
and also twin cephalic processes which are also often found in these groups. 
The pupa is almost egg-shaped , not unlike that of a ~1 orpho. If substantiated, 
these characters would tend to support the idea that Calirzaga is related to 
the morphine-satyrine stem of the nymphalid diagram of relationships. 

The difficulty in placing various nymphalid genera emphasizes the gen
eral uniformity of this superficially diverse group. Thiss quite probably due 
to the overall success of the N ymphalidze. Selective extinction apparently has 
not yet had time to create the gaps that the taxonomi:;t finds so useful in 
separating organisms into nomenclatorial pigeon-holes. 
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